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Dear Friend,
Please enjoy this week's newsletter. I hope it's been entertaining. Perhaps you have a friend or two who might like it?
Why don't you suggest they sign up by forwarding this email? Or you can click the little envelope at the top right
corner to send to a friend, Twitter, Facebook, or LinkedIn.
Thanks,
Anne

_________________________________________________________________________________________
Frozen Tundra: The Accidental Locavore Tackles the Freezer
Desperation, coupled with the prospect of a new year and the expectation of resolutions, can be a
powerful motivator. With all that in mind, the Accidental Locavore decided to tackle the black-hole of
forgotten food, otherwise known as the freezer. The goals were simple, open the door, see what was in
there, decide if it was still edible/worth saving and try (desperately) to make order out of frozen chaos.
See what was in there:

The Accidental Locavore's Top Ten For 2011
In the spirit of year-end round-ups, the Accidental Locavore offers up my top 10 list for 2011. The first
half of the list are the posts you liked the best, the second half, my favorites.
The top 10:
___________________________________________________________________________________

New This Week:
January Desktop Wallpaper Calendar
Click here to download the Accidental Locavore's January Calendar. To install it on Windows: Download and save
the image where you can find it. Then: Control Panel/Personalization/Desktop Background and select the image. Or,
just right click on the image and "Set as Desktop Background" Enjoy!

Blogher Editor's Choice!
On Wednesday 12/28 "Since When Do You Have to be Hungry to Eat" was featured on Blogher's home page as an
editor's choice!
Comment, kvetch, kvell...

Hobby Farm Home
Great article on making sausage at home. Get Mrs. Wheelbarrow's fabulous merguez recipe and see what my
DIY sausage hints are
Sausages
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Blogging Boomers Carnival 240
How are the Boomers kick-starting the New Year?
BBC 240
_________________________________________________________________________________________

The Accidental Locavore is now on Alltop! Check us out under "food". Way under "food" but moving up! Scroll
down towards the bottom of the page.
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